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INTF40DUCT ION:
p	 Included, as follows, are excerpis from the original study
Uproposal:
"SPACE AND ENERGY CONSERVATION HOUSING PROTOTYPE UNIT DEVELOPMENT
Energy conservation in housing, including solar energy
application, is Imperat i ve.	 Together with the challen()es
U
	
	
of energy consumption, a foremost problem facing our
country now and in the future is the duality and Quantity
of housing available.
The desperate quantitative problems of housing need,
financing, minimum room sizes, etc., have tended to Impose
and fix certain space-use patterns which Are self-defeating
j^	 in their Inefficiency.
	
Further, qualitative issues are
L
	
	 generally 11nored and in no sense does housing for the vast
majority contribute positively to the quality of life.
Just	 as	 new	 ar.,	 innovative	 strategies	 must	 be	 developed	 to
solve	 our	 energy	 problems,
	
highly	 imagina tive 	and	 new	 patterns
of	 housing	 which	 are	 not	 only	 more	 efficient	 but	 which	 are
i^
u
more	 socially	 responsive,	 must	 !)e	 developed.
Consider	 the	 possibility	 of	 housinn	 sites	 in	 the	 air	 over
roadways,
	
units
	
hung	 from	 a	 bridge
	
spannin , ;	 a	 river,	 or
Uhung from	 a	 structure	 in	 the	 water.	 Consider	 such	 possi-
bilities
	
within	 the
	
dwelling	 unit	 as	 a	 plug-In,	 moving,
open	 up	 tech	 center	 and	 new	 multi-use	 furniture	 and	 thus
"building	 less	 and	 using	 more."	 Consider	 a	 storage/study/
sleeping	 unit	 like	 a	 berth	 on	 a	 train	 that	 is	 fun	 for	 a
child	 rather	 than	 a	 larger	 (but	 too	 small)	 typical	 8'	 x	 10'
bedroom.	 Consider	 the	 implications	 of	 new	 lifestyle
possibilities.
Thus, while the application of new energy saving technology
to current hoi.ising situations is possible, an important
opportunity is the application nf this technology to highly
i-,iovative explorations into the housing of the future."
NASA's primary objectives under this program are to construct
a house which will dtimonstrate the app l i cation of advance l
technology in order to ninimi,e energy requirements and to
help direct further development ;r home construction by
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Introduction continued ...
defining the interaction of integrated energy and water
systems with building confinuration and constructl ,.)n materials.
Consistent with the foregoing, this s'u(Jy not only provide-,
housing unit designs, but attempts to Initiate the develop-
ment of procedures for the analysis Of a variety of housing
strategies.	 These procedures which are inter-related to an
eight point rjoal statement included development of the
followin :
i )	 flat 
	
i x
7)	 structure
-5)	 Components
The goals and stated procedures were then ap,pliad to the
development of the submitted housing unit solutions with
numerous solutions developed utilizing the-,e procedures.
These analytical procedures will be more fully explained
elsewhere in this report. 	 While these procedures have been
applie6 to the submitted designs, the primary purpose of
their eevelopment is in anticipation of their future use
in research and ultimately for the consumer.
It is anticipated that the fully developed matrix could
provide in excess of ',60,000 combination of factors
resulting in possible different housing deli(ins. 	 These
r.w-v-•.
t
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Introduction continued ...
alternatives could be computer developed.	 Further, utilizing
a flexible structural framework and prefabricated components,
certain ,trate(Iles could be "rocked up" full site	 for the
comparative analysis of physical properties (not dissimilar
to wind tunnel tests or crash tests). 	 ''uci mock ups could
also be used for behavioral psycholnly stiAl es.
Finally, the ultimate application of the forefloing would be
for the consumer/user and architect in the selective sampling
of a variety of alternative strategies with "total" energy
consumption for each and schematic space organization computer
reported.
iu
I
,..-	 4
The following Is an enumeration, and where appropriate, an
explanation of the applicable goals:
4
j
1)
	 MAX 1ff1ZE
	
RE S3PONSIVLNESS	 TO	 THF;	 NATURAL	 ENVIRONMENT	 -
Implicil	 in	 this	 goal	 are	 a	 variety	 of	 considerations	 i
related	 to	 the
	
natural	 physical	 environment,	 ;uch	 as
sun,	 wind,	 trees,	 topography,	 etc.,	 with	 the	 under-
standing	 that	 maximum	 utilization	 of	 these	 factors
will	 result	 in	 major	 energy	 conservation.	 Recently
In	 congressional	 testimony	 by	 John	 P.	 Eberhard,	 AIA,
President	 the	 AIA	 Research	 Corporation,	 concerningof
t , the
	
EURA	 plan,	 For.	 Eberhard	 said,	 "buildings	 were
built	 for	 thousands
	
of	 years	 before	 there	 were	 any
mechanical	 systems	 available."	 Archilects	 found
"sensible
	
things
	
to	 do	 in	 order	 to	 utilize	 the	 heat
of	 the	 sun	 in	 cold	 oeriods	 and	 reduce	 the	 impact	 of
tY Vie
	
sun's
	
heat	 in	 hot	 periods."	 Such	 "sensible
design	 decisiors
	
should	 be	 mada	 first,"	 he	 said,
"and	 then	 supplemented	 with	 iolar	 energy	 activated
mechanical	 :Vstems."
2)
	
MAXIMIZE	 RESPONS I VFNESS 	 TO	 T ► IF	 BUILT	 F'IV I P r)NMF.NT	 -r
T
^► This
	
goal	 suggests	 consideration	 of	 surrounding	 land
use	 influences	 such	 as	 buildings,	 paving,	 etc.
Coals
	
continued
	 ...
3) ENERGY
	
AND RESOURCE CONSERVATION -
(1
The
	 emphasis
	
In	 this
	
goal	 is	 on	 "total"	 .e nergy	 and
t^ resources
	 as	 distinguished	 from operating	 fuel
J
t^
consumption.	 Thus,	 the	 technological	 impact,	 energv
consumption	 and	 renewable	 aspects	 of	 construction
j
materials
	
used	 and	 building	 site	 Impact	 as	 well	 as
building	 use	 operations	 are	 considered.
U
U
As
4) Mlt4IMIZE
	
TOTAL
	 VOLUME.	 -
the
	 building	 volume	 is	 reduced,	 potential	 for	 the
^j reduction	 of	 materials,	 land,	 energy	 consumption	 and
Il
costs exist.
LJ
U
5) MAXIMIZE
	
f ER(J I V ABLE
	
SPACE	 -
While
	 we	 attempt	 to	 conserve,	 we	 must	 not	 overlook
U
the
	 fact	 that	 the	 physical	 environment	 that	 is	 developed
must	 enhance	 the	 human	 activities	 for	 which	 it	 exists	 to
L^ serve.
a
6) ARCHITECTURALLY	 INTEGRATE	 NASA TECHNOLOGY
a
7) PROTOTYrICAL	 DEVF.LOrMENT	 -
This
	
itself	 to	 the	 lag	 ofgoal	 addresses	 continuing
t^ mass	 production	 ;ndustrlal	 ar p lication	 to	 the	 construction
industry.	 While	 many	 bui l ding	 par`s	 are	 mass	 pr,)duced
and	 "prefab"	 houses	 are	 built,	 individual	 on	 si'e
I
fill
Goals continued ...
U
i construction is none-the-less common, costly and time
iJ consuming.
8)	 NAX!MIZE RESPONSIVENESS TO THF_ INDIVIDUAL USER'S CHANGING
NEEDS -
The vAst majority of people (low and middle income) have
hid no opportunity to participate in the development of
the housing units In which they live. 	 Thus, with the
e--.zdpt i on of minor  superf icial chan(les, they must accept
and adapt to that which is imposed. 	 This goal seeks ways
to enable significant participation In the housing unit
design by the actual user.	 Further, it is recognized
1
that most user's needs change dramatically over time from
a young couple, to a family with children, to an older
couple.
U
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MATRIX
i.J
AS reviousl	 Indicated	 the purpose of the matrix Is top
	y	 p
)!	
provide a tool for the analytical Investigation of the
numerous possible housing designs as related 'to the stated
goal influences.
	 The matrix consists of the following:
1) A summary of goal related parameters for the
categori•3s of site, user, conceptual Strategies,
and building stratenies.
2) Activity space parameters for each space.
.1
i)	 Parametric explanation (an example has been
included for future development, see recOmmenda-
tion- '
4)	 Parametric strate(lies (an -<ample has been
Included for future development, see recommenda-
tions).
The foregoing, with Pnoropriate parameters considered and
, pptions selected, forms the basis for a housing unit
prescription for the stated noals.
	
The com pl eted prescription
for the submitted housing unit is included.
The full development of the included matrix "outline" and
its use has been briefly described in the introduction her<in.U This methodology Is in fact emplo y ed in perhaps a less
elaborate and formal way by many architects today. 	 Of
u	 particular importance here is the application of this method-
(j	 ology to the particular coals, the more formal organisation,
u	the future parametric elaboration and computer model and the
potential full scale resultant prescription m ock ups for testing.
I
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Matrix continued ...
Such testing is implemented with the development of flexible
components and structure for the construction of such
"laboratory" test models.
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STRUCTURE:
The purpose of this structure is to provide a flexible
volumetric framework which Is for housing unit testing
what the wind tunnel or "crash structure" is for that
testing.	 Such a framework should be simply and o:,ickly
erected and dismantled and totally flexible 	 It would be
a three dimensional framework that panels could be applied
to in oraer to enclose space, and in+o which pre-constructed
to
	 could be set.
Scaffolding and warehouse storaqe systems are current
examples of these principles applied to other uses.
Diagrammatic drawings of such a system are included herein
for future structural development.
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COMPONENTS:  
Asreviousl	 Indicated in the goal ex p lanation under	 roto-p	 y	 n	 n	 P
typical development and user responsiveness and also for
"test model" application, a system of prefabricated reusable
Ucomponents Is necessary, which Is for this housing unit what
	
11	 furniture Is for any room.
Such component packages Include kitchens, bathrooms, lechanical
spaces, stairs, moveable wardrobes and privacy spaces. 	 The
I ce	 n	 thouprivacy spa s, particularly those for children, are	 htg
of as self-contained "furniture" units which could be exchanged
	
1	 for another model or expanded and which include a place for
i
	
^(I	 study, lounging, sleepinq, clothes storage, etc. 	 As such
	
^J	 spaces are made more efficient, the goals of minimizing total
volume and/or maximizing uercelvable space are addressed. 	 Such
an Individual "hideout" is quite acceptable as long as an
alternate larger family (group) space is available.
U.
The component package thus can provide small Individual space
	
L^	 needs and support functions.
	
The remaining group spaces for
dining, informal family activities and more formal adult
activities can be of any size or form and are attached
utilizing component panels which are vertical or horizontal,
opaque, translucent or transparent in order to accomodate
any form or construction system.
a^ ^^•s
Components continued ...
The component drawings Included herein diagrammatically
describe such elements for future design development.
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TECH	 SYNTHESIS
NASA Technology Utilization House:
The foregoing methodology and systems have thus been applied
to the design of the subject single family dwelling unit for
thL particular program and specific Inter:Jed building site.
During this work, certain "stylistic" concerns were expressed
to the researchers presumably with the home building market
and the housewife In mind.	 In the previously referred to
congressional testimony, Mr. Eberhard indicated that the
EDRA plan should address aesthetic concerns and drew an
analogy to automobile design.	 "The earlier automobiles were
literally horseless carriages, that is, they looked like
carriages that were no longer pulled by horses.	 It took a
lot of early design experiments before a vehicle began to
emerge that was clearly an automobile.	 Similarly, solar
assisted houses that look like t , dditlonal houses will be
the Model T Fords of solar energy," he said, but he "predicted
that new design3 that are clearly the result of solar energy
thlnKing will eventually emerge."
This study strongly agrees with Mr. Eber;iard. 	 The aesthetic
beauty of a sai' boat results from the integrity of the
functional solution.	 Obvious further analogies can be drawn
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Project Tech continued ...
to NASA's space technology soluilons In the most positive
sense.	 Thus while a varl = ty of appearances can be achieved,
as demonstrated ty the number of drawings done during the
development of this work (not Included herein), the primary
concern was the form of the volume and other appearance
Influences as qoal related.
The drawings for the housing design Included herein Indicate
the schematic solution for further design development.
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CONCLUSIONS ANU RECO14MENDAiIONS:
While this study attempts to provide the preliminary information
for the design of the NASA Tech House to be built at the Langley
Research Visitors Center, the study also attempts to establish
the ground work for future research (l rants to be undertaken by
this investigator as follows:
lJ
1) )hould any portion of the housing designs included herein
be selected for further development, this investigator
should be the architect for such development as well as
live In testing, an explanatory visitor brochure and
questionnaire.
2) This investigator should develop the complete matrix
as herein described.
3) This Investigator should pursue the development of a
computerized program utilizing the completon matrix.
As Indicated herein, such a computerized program Mould
not only indicate research alternatives, but ultimately
could be utilized by the consumer/user and architect
In order to generate strategies and resultant energy-
environment impact.
4) This investigator should develop the flexible structural
framework and the component space packages and panels.
5) This investigator should develop and pursue the full
scale testing of the physical nropertles as well as
psychological behavioral implications of various housing
unit designs utilizing the methods and Information
developed herein and to be developed in the foregoing
recommendations.
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